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Description
No problem at all, but a request for more integration with the wiki and forums.

At this moment (in version 3 (after the bug is corrected)) there is only one forum, which can be used to discuss a wiki page. This is really great.

Solution
But it would be soooo much better if this would be expanded.
Associate a forum in wiki with a category. That means that in a tiki page (or article, file, etc.) it would be possible to 'discuss' the issue in a forum, associated with the category.

I.E. A tiki-page about product X. It has an association with category 'General' and 'Web Products'
Under the tiki page, you have the discuss button, but with two links (drop-down button) to two different forums (one to 'General Products' and the other to 'Web Products XXX'

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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